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By George Joseph Free
A volume in the three-volume Remote Sensing
Handbook series, Remote Sensing of Water
Resources, Disasters, and Urban Studies
documents the scientific and methodological
advances that have taken place during the last 50
years. The other two volumes in the series are
Remotely Sensed Data Characterization,
Classification, and Accuracies, and Land Reso
An accessible yet rigorous introduction to remote
sensing and its application to the study of vegetation
for advanced undergraduate and graduate students.
The underlying physical and mathematical principles
of the techniques disucussed are explained in a way
readily understood by those without a strong
mathematical background.
A Beginner's Guide to the World of Satellite
DataOver a thousand active satellites are in orbit
around the Earth with applications including
navigation, the transmission of data and satellite
remote sensing; a space-based technology providing
data accessible to everyone. The Practical
Handbook of Remote Sensing offers a complete
understanding of th
This popular book introduces the fundamentals of
remote sensing from an earth resource (versus
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engineering) perspective. The author emphasizes
the use of remote sensing data for useful spatial
biophysical or socio-economic information that can
be used to make decisions. KEY TOPICS: Provides
two new chapters on LIDAR Remote Sensing (Ch.
10) and In situ Spectral Reflectance Measurement
(Ch. 15). Offers a thorough review of the nature of
electromagnetic radiation, examining how the
reflected or emitted energy in the visible, nearinfrared, middle-infrared, thermal infrared, and
microwave portions of the spectrum can be collected
by a variety of sensor systems and analyzed.
Employs a visually stimulating, clear format: a large
(8.5" x 11") format with 48 pages in full color
facilitates image interpretation; hundreds of specially
designed illustrationscommunicate principles in an
easily understood manner. MARKET: A useful
reference for agriculture, wetland, and/or forestry
professionals, along with geographers, urban
planners, and transportation engineers.
Remote sensing today. Electromagnetic radiation at
the Earth's surface. Aerial photography. Aerial
sensor imagery. Satellite sensor imagery. Image
processing. Sources of data. Remote sensing
journals and symposia.
A graduate-level 2004 textbook describing the use of
satellites to study oceanic physical and biological
properties.
Optical Remote Sensing is one of the main
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technologies used in sea surface monitoring. Optical
Remote Sensing of Ocean Hydrodynamics
investigates and demonstrates capabilities of optical
remote sensing technology for enhanced
observations and detection of ocean environments. It
provides extensive knowledge of physical principles
and capabilities of optical observations of the oceans
at high spatial resolution, 1-4m, and on the
observations of surface wave hydrodynamic
processes. It also describes the implementation of
spectral-statistical and fusion algorithms for analyses
of multispectral optical databases and establishes
physics-based criteria for detection of complex wave
phenomena and hydrodynamic disturbances
including assessment and management of optical
databases. This book explains the physical
principles of high-resolution optical imagery of the
ocean surface, discusses for the first time the
capabilities of observing hydrodynamic processes
and events, and emphasizes the integration of
optical measurements and enhanced data analysis.
It also covers both the assessment and the
interpretation of dynamic multispectral optical
databases and includes applications for advanced
studies and nonacoustic detection. This book is an
invaluable resource for researches, industry
professionals, engineers, and students working on
cross-disciplinary problems in ocean hydrodynamics,
optical remote sensing of the ocean and sea surface
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remote sensing. Readers in the fields of geosciences
and remote sensing, applied physics, oceanography,
satellite observation technology, and optical
engineering will learn the theory and practice of
optical interactions with the ocean.
Fundamentals of Satellite Remote Sensing: An
Environmental Approach, Third Edition, is a definitive
guide to remote sensing systems that focuses on
satellite-based remote sensing tools and methods for
space-based Earth observation (EO). It presents the
advantages of using remote sensing data for
studying and monitoring the planet, and emphasizes
concepts that make the best use of satellite data.
The book begins with an introduction to the basic
processes that ensure the acquisition of space-borne
imagery, and provides an overview of the main
satellite observation systems. It then describes
visual and digital image analysis, highlights various
interpretation techniques, and outlines their
applications to science and management. The latter
part of the book covers the integration of remote
sensing with Geographic Information System (GIS)
for environmental analysis. This latest edition has
been written to reflect a global audience and covers
the most recent advances incorporated since the
publication of the previous book, relating to the
acquisition and interpretation of remotely sensed
data. New in the Third Edition: Includes additional
illustrations in full color. Uses sample images
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acquired from different ecosystems at different
spatial resolutions to illustrate different interpretation
techniques. Includes updated EO missions, such as
the third generations of geostationary meteorological
satellites, the new polar orbiting platforms (Suomi),
the ESA Sentinels program, and high-resolution
commercial systems. Includes extended coverage of
radar and LIDAR processing methods. Includes all
new information on near-ground missions, including
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Covers new
ground sensors, as well as machine-learning
approaches to classification. Adds more focus on
land surface characterization, time series, change
detection, and ecosystem processes. Extends the
interactions of EO data and GIS that cover different
environmental problems, with particular relevance to
global observation. Fundamentals of Satellite
Remote Sensing: An Environmental Approach, Third
Edition, details the tools that provide global,
recurrent, and comprehensive views of the
processes affecting the Earth. As one of CRC’s
Essential titles, this book and stands out as one of
the best in its field and is a must-have for
researchers, academics, students, and professionals
involved in the field of environmental science, as well
as for libraries developing collections on the forefront
of this industry.
A leading text for undergraduate- and graduate-level
courses, this book introduces widely used forms of
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remote sensing imagery and their applications in
plant sciences, hydrology, earth sciences, and land
use analysis. The text provides comprehensive
coverage of principal topics and serves as a
framework for organizing the vast amount of remote
sensing information available on the Web. Including
case studies and review questions, the book's four
sections and 21 chapters are carefully designed as
independent units that instructors can select from as
needed for their courses. Illustrations include 29
color plates and over 400 black-and-white figures.
New to This Edition *Reflects significant
technological and methodological advances.
*Chapter on aerial photography now emphasizes
digital rather than analog systems. *Updated
discussions of accuracy assessment, multitemporal
change detection, and digital preprocessing. *Links
to recommended online videos and tutorials. ?
Introduction to Satellite Remote Sensing:
Atmosphere, Ocean and Land Applications is the
first reference book to cover ocean applications,
atmospheric applications, and land applications of
remote sensing. Applications of remote sensing data
are finding increasing application in fields as diverse
as wildlife ecology and coastal recreation
management. The technology engages
electromagnetic sensors to measure and monitor
changes in the earth’s surface and atmosphere. The
book opens with an introduction to the history of
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remote sensing, starting from when the phrase was
first coined. It goes on to discuss the basic concepts
of the various systems, including atmospheric and
ocean, then closes with a detailed section on land
applications. Due to the cross disciplinary nature of
the authors’ experience and the content covered,
this is a must have reference book for all
practitioners and students requiring an introduction
to the field of remote sensing. Provides study
questions at the end of each chapter to aid learning
Covers all satellite remote sensing technologies,
allowing readers to use the text as instructional
material Includes the most recent technologies and
their applications, allowing the reader to stay up-todate Delves into laser sensing (LIDAR) and
commercial satellites (DigitalGlobe) Presents
examples of specific satellite missions, including
those in which new technology has been introduced
A leading text for undergraduate- and graduate-level
courses, this book introduces widely used forms of
remote sensing imagery and their applications in
plant sciences, hydrology, earth sciences, and land
use analysis. The text provides comprehensive
coverage of principal topics and serves as a
framework for organizing the vast amount of remote
sensing information available on the Web. Including
case studies and review questions, the book's four
sections and 21 chapters are carefully designed as
independent units that instructors can select from as
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needed for their courses. Illustrations include 29
color plates and over 400 black-and-white figures.
New to This Edition*Reflects significant technological
and methodological advances.*Chapter on aerial
photography now emphasizes digital rather than
analog systems.*Updated discussions of accuracy
assessment, multitemporal change detection, and
digital preprocessing.*Links to recommended online
videos and tutorials.
This textbook is one of the first to explain the
fundamentals and applications of remote sensing at
both undergraduate and graduate levels. Topics
include definitions and a brief history of payloads
and platforms, data acquisition and specifications,
image processing techniques, data integration and
spatial modeling, and a range of applications
covering terrestrial, atmospheric, oceanographic and
planetary disciplines. The policy and law issues of
remote sensing and the future trends on the horizon
are also covered. Remote sensing is an exciting,
dynamic technology that is transforming the Earth
sciences – terrestrial, atmospheric, and marine – as
well as the practices of agriculture, disaster
response, engineering, natural resources, providing
evidence in legal cases and documented
humanitarian crises, and many other fields.
Increasingly, understanding of these techniques will
be central to a number of disciplines, particularly as
the technology advances.
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This book is an informative reference, or working
textbook, on the mathematics, and general physical
and chemical processes behind remote sensor
measurements.
Advanced imaging spectral technology and
hyperspectral analysis techniques for multiple
applications are the key features of the book. This
book will present in one volume complete solutions
from concepts, fundamentals, and methods of
acquisition of hyperspectral data to analyses and
applications of the data in a very coherent manner. It
will help readers to fully understand basic theories of
HRS, how to utilize various field spectrometers and
bioinstruments, the importance of radiometric
correction and atmospheric correction, the use of
analysis, tools and software, and determine what to
do with HRS technology and data.
You never had a science teacher like this! Max Axiom is a
super-cool super-scientist. Using powers he acquired in a
freak accident. Max demonstrates and explains science in
ways never before seen in the classroom. Whether shrinking
down to size of an
From recent developments in digital image processing to the
next generation of satellite systems, this book provides a
comprehensive introduction to the field of remote sensing and
image interpretation. This book is discipline neutral, so
readers in any field of study can gain a clear understanding of
these systems and their virtually unlimited applications. * The
authors underscore close interactions among the related
areas of remote sensing, GIS, GPS, digital image processing,
and environmental modeling. * Appendices include material
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on sources of remote sensing data and information, remote
sensing periodicals, online glossaries, and online tutorials.
Fundamentals of Remote SensingAtlantic Publishers & Dist
Introduction to Microwave Remote Sensing offers an
extensive overview of this versatile and extremely precise
technology for technically oriented undergraduates and
graduate students. This textbook emphasizes an important
shift in conceptualization and directs it toward students with
prior knowledge of optical remote sensing: the author dispels
any linkage between microwave and optical remote sensing.
Instead, he constructs the concept of microwave remote
sensing by comparing it to the process of audio perception,
explaining the workings of the ear as a metaphor for
microwave instrumentation. This volume takes an
“application-driven” approach. Instead of describing the
technology and then its uses, this textbook justifies the need
for measurement then explains how microwave technology
addresses this need. Following a brief summary of the field
and a history of the use of microwaves, the book explores the
physical properties of microwaves and the polarimetric
properties of electromagnetic waves. It examines the
interaction of microwaves with matter, analyzes passive
atmospheric and passive surface measurements, and
describes the operation of altimeters and scatterometers. The
textbook concludes by explaining how high resolution images
are created using radars, and how techniques of
interferometry can be applied to both passive and active
sensors.
"This third edition covers the most recent advances
incorporated since the publication of the previous book,
relating to the acquisition and interpretation of remotelysensed data. It includes updated EO missions, such as the
third generations of geostationary meteorological satellites,
the new polar orbiting platforms (Suomi), the ESA Sentinels
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program, and high-resolution commercial systems. Lowaltitude sensing systems and improved coverage of digital
techniques used to extract environmental information from
remote sensing will be included as well; particularly, new
machine learning classification techniques. Extended
coverage of radar and LIDAR processing methods will also be
included"-This book presents the fundamental concepts covering
various stages of remote sensing from data collection to end
utilization, so that it can be appreciated irrespective of the
discipline in which the reader has graduated. The physical
principles on which remote sensing are based has been
explained without getting into complicated mathematical
equations.
Remote sensing has been defined as the detection,
recognition or evolution of objects by means of distant
sensing or recording devices. Historically, it developed quickly
from technology of aerial photo-interpretation science. In
recent decades, remote sensing technology has emerged to
support data collection and analysis methods of potential
interest. Besides, it holds importance for forest management
and many other fields. Remote Sensing and Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) deal with mapping technology,
concepts of maps and all relevant terminology, which are
necessary for the beginners to develop their skills in this new
and upcoming technology. This book provides basic
principles and techniques of remote sensing, microwave
remote sensing, remote sensing platforms and sensors and
data analysis techniques. Further, the book also covers GIS
data quality issues, GIS data analyses and modelling,
attributes of data management, GIS data input and editing,
integration and linkage of remote sensing and GIS. The
subject matter of the book has been divided into 23 chapters
to provide focused attention to each aspect of remote
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sensingfrom fundamental considerations and processesto
electromagnetic radiations, their properties and applicationsto
observation satellites and hydrospheric sciences. An
exclusive chapter has been devoted to natural hazards. All
natural hazards are amenable in some degree to study by
remote sensing because nearly all geologic, hydraulic and
atmospheric phenomena that create hazardous situations are
recurring events or processes that leave evidence of their
previous occurrence. This evidence can be recorded,
analysed and integrated into the planning process. All the
topics have been covered in a cogent and lucid style to help
the reader grasp the information quickly and easily. Glossary
and Index have been provided at the end for quick reference.
Diagrams, figures and tables supplement the text. The book
is essential reading for all students and teachers of geology,
earthquake engineering, life sciences, biotechnologies,
bioinformatics, environment science, and research scholars in
remote sensing and allied fields.

The public's serious concern about the uncertainties and
dangers of the conse quences of human activities on
environmental quality demands policies to control the
situation and to prevent its deterioration. But far-reaching
decisions on the environmental policy are impaired or
even made impossible as long as the relevant ecological
relations are not sufficiently understood and large-scale
quantitative information on the most important
parameters is not available in sufficient quality and
quantity. The techniques of remote sensing offer new
ways of procuring data on natural phenomena with three
main advantages - the large distance between sensor
and object prevents interference with the environmental
conditions to be measured, - the potentiality for largePage 12/19
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scale and even global surveys yields a new dimension
for the investigations of the environmental parameters, the extremely wide, spectral range covered by the whole
diversity of sensors discloses many properties of the
environmental media not detectable within a single wave
band (as e.g. the visible). These significant additions to
the conventional methods of environmental studies and
the particular qualification of several remote sensing
methods for quantitative determination of the natural
parameters makes this new investigation technique an
important tool both to the scientists studying the
ecological relationship and the administration in charge
of the environmental planning and protection.
Presents a concise, self-contained monograph on laser
remote sensing and its applications. Discusses the ways
in which lasers can be used to remotely measure the
atmosphere and the hydrosphere. Provides an historical
perspective and reviews the basic physics needed.
Polarimetric remote sensing offers the potential to
provide a new dimension for observations of the Earth.
This book takes a systems approach to the physical
processes involved with formation, collection, and
analysis of polarimetric remote sensing data in the visible
through longwave infrared. The emphasis is on Earth
observation at human scales (ground sample distances
of fractions of a meter to tens of meters) where the
contrast between manmade objects and natural
backgrounds are typical subjects of interest. This text is
targeted at individuals with a sound quantitative
understanding of remote sensing who need an
introduction to polarimetric signals as they relate to
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remote sensing. It includes a brief review of the polarized
nature of electromagnetic energy and radiometry and
introduces ways to characterize a beam of polarized
energy (Stokes vectors) and polarized energy matter
interactions (Mueller matrices). The polarized
bidirectional reflectance distribution function (pBRDF) is
introduced as a way to characterize the reflective and
emissive polarimetric behavior of materials. The goal is
to provide the reader with an introduction to the topic, an
appreciation of the issues, and the tools to begin to work
in this field.
Land management issues, such as mapping tree
species, recognizing invasive plants, and identifying key
geologic features, require an understanding of complex
technical issues before the best decisions can be made.
Hyperspectral remote sensing is one the technologies
that can help with reliable detection and identification.
Presenting the fundamentals of remote sensing at an
introductory level, Hyperspectral Remote Sensing:
Principles and Applications explores all major aspects of
hyperspectral image acquisition, exploitation,
interpretation, and applications. The book begins with
several chapters on the basic concepts and underlying
principles of remote sensing images. It introduces
spectral radiometry concepts, such as radiance,
irradiance, flux, and blackbody radiation; covers imaging
spectrometers, examining spectral range, full width half
maximum (FWHM), resolution, sampling, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and multispectral and hyperspectral sensor
systems; and addresses atmospheric interactions. The
book then discusses information extraction, with
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chapters covering the underlying physics principles that
lead to the creation of an image and the interpretation of
the image's information. The final chapters describe case
studies that illustrate the use of hyperspectral remote
sensing in agriculture, environmental monitoring,
forestry, and geology. After reading this book, you will
have a better understanding of how to evaluate different
approaches to hyperspectral analyses and to determine
which approaches will work for your applications.
Aims to present remote sensing as it applies to
environmental monitoring. It features mineral and
petroleum remote-sensing. There is a focus on
multispectral applications and digital photogrammetry.
Ratio codes and brightness codes are included in an
appendix. This has reduced the spectra of minerals to
simple, one-digit-per-band codes, helping the user select
the best bands or ratios to highlight a mineral. Imaging
gases, especially methane, have been included. With the
book, students can perform elevation extraction from
digitized stereo pairs. Case studies appear throughout
the text, allowing students to see how remote-sensing is
used in petroleum and mining companies.
This book provides in-depth explanations of design
theories and methods for remote sensing satellites, as
well as their practical applications. There have been
significant advances in spacecraft remote sensing
technologies over the past decade. As the latest edition
of the book “Space Science and Technology Research,”
it draws on the authors’ vast engineering experience in
system design for remote sensing satellites and offers a
valuable guide for all researchers, engineers and
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students who are interested in this area. Chiefly focusing
on mission requirements analyses and system design, it
also highlights a range of system design methods.
Remote sensing has undergone profound changes over
the past two decades as GPS, GIS, and sensor
advances have significantly expanded the user
community and availability of images. New tools, such as
automation, cloud-based services, drones, and artificial
intelligence, continue to expand and enhance the
discipline. Along with comprehensive coverage and
clarity, Sabins and Ellis establish a solid foundation for
the insightful use of remote sensing with an emphasis on
principles and a focus on sensor technology and image
acquisition. The Fourth Edition presents a valuable
discussion of the growing and permeating use of
technologies such as drones and manned aircraft
imaging, DEMs, and lidar. The authors explain the
scientific and societal impacts of remote sensing, review
digital image processing and GIS, provide case histories
from areas around the globe, and describe practical
applications of remote sensing to the environment,
renewable and nonrenewable resources, land use/land
cover, natural hazards, and climate change. • Remote
Sensing Digital Database includes 27 examples of
satellite and airborne imagery that can be used to
jumpstart labs and class projects. The database includes
descriptions, georeferenced images, DEMs, maps, and
metadata. Users can display, process, and interpret
images with open-source and commercial image
processing and GIS software. • Flexible, revealing, and
instructive, the Digital Image Processing Lab Manual
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provides 12 step-by-step exercises on the following
topics: an introduction to ENVI, Landsat multispectral
processing, image processing, band ratios and principal
components, georeferencing, DEMs and lidar, IHS and
image sharpening, unsupervised classification,
supervised classification, hyperspectral, and change
detection and radar. • Introductory and instructional
videos describe and guide users on ways to access and
utilize the Remote Sensing Digital Database and the
Digital Image Processing Lab Manual. • Answer Keys
are available for instructors for questions in the text as
well as the Digital Image Processing Lab Manual.
A quantitative yet accessible introduction to remote
sensing techniques, this new edition covers a broad
spectrum of Earth science applications.
Ten years ago the author, together with eight co-authors,
edited a textbook Remote Sensing for Environmental
Sciences within the series on Ecological Studies of
Springer-Verlag. At that time there were not yet many
books available on remote sensing. The decade that has
elapsed was marked by a spectacular development in
this field. This development took place in many
directions: by widening the areas of application, by
improvements of the methods and the sensors, by the
introduction of new versatile platforms, but also by
deepening the knowledge of the theoretical foundations.
This evolution improved the ability to explain the
interaction between electromagnetic radia tion and
natural objects, which, in its turn, allowed for better
modelization and for the creation of refined mathematical
tools in the processing of remotely sensed data and in
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the determination of the physical status of remote
objects. The community of research workers engaged in
development and use of remote sensing methods
changed accordingly from a modest group of scientists in
the early 1970's to a considerable branch of specialized
and interdisciplinary activity. The training of students had
to be adapted to cope with the increasing number of
people entering this new field and with the increasing
quality of the material to be presented.
Fundamentals of Satellite Remote Sensing: An
Environmental Approach, Second Edition is a definitive
guide to remote sensing systems that focuses on
satellite-based remote sensing tools and methods for
space-based Earth observation (EO). It presents the
advantages of using remote sensing data for studying
and monitoring the planet, and emphasizes concepts
that make the best use of satellite data. The book begins
with an introduction to the basic processes that ensure
the acquisition of space-borne imagery and provides an
overview of the main satellite observation systems. It
then describes visual and digital image analysis,
highlights various interpretation techniques, and outlines
their applications to science and management. The latter
part of the book covers the integration of remote sensing
with GIS for environmental analysis. Based on the first
English version published in 2010, this latest edition has
been written to reflect a global audience, and factors in
international debates and legal issues surrounding EO,
as well as future developments and trends. New in the
Second Edition: Includes additional illustrations now in
full color Uses sample images acquired from different
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ecosystems at different spatial resolutions to illustrate
different interpretation techniques Updates information
on recent satellite missions (Landsat-8, Sentinel-2,
hyperspectral and hyperspatial programs) Covers nearground missions (including UAV) and ground sensors
(spectro-radiometers, cameras, LIDAR, etc.) to support
EO analysis Offers analysis of image spatial properties
Presents material on visual analysis, time series
analysis, and data fusion Provides examples of EO data
that cover different environmental problems, with
particular relevance to global observation Fundamentals
of Satellite Remote Sensing: An Environmental
Approach, Second Edition details the tools that provide
global, recurrent, and comprehensive views of the
processes affecting the Earth and is a must-have for
researchers, academics, students, and professionals
involved in the field of environmental science.
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